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Thorvin and Fertrell – A Winning Combination
October 13, 2018
Bainbridge, PA – Thorvin and The Fertrell Company announced a new distribution
agreement today at Fertrell’s Open House celebrating the opening of their new facility.
Fertrell will be enhancing their Nutri-Balancer line of supplements by using Thorvin in
their formulation and Thorvin for Animals will be available at Fertrell dealers and
distributors throughout the United States.
“With this agreement, the increased access to Thorvin will help more farmers, crops and
animals to Thrive. And we are excited to be providing the World’s Finest kelp for the
Nutri-Balancer products”, said Eli Chandler, Operations Manager at Thorvin.
“We are pleased to be offering this great nutrient once again”, Jeff Mattocks, Fertrell’s
President said. “Our customers are looking for Thorvin kelp and we are happy to
deliver.”
Bill Wolf, Founder of Thorvin, expressed appreciation that Thorvin is back in the Fertrell
product line. “We helped introduce kelp to Fertrell over 35 years ago and are thrilled to
be strengthening both company’s roots.”
The Fertrell Company in Bainbridge, PA is one of the oldest producers of organic fertilizers in the United
States. Specializing in custom blends, their reputation for quality and service is second to none. Fertrell
supports certified organic, natural, biological, and sustainably-minded farmers and produces products
according to their needs and specifications. Sustainable agriculture is their passion and expertise.
www.fertrell.com
Founded in 1983, Thorvin is nature’s most complete mineral source and the leading producer of nutrientrich kelp ingredients, premium formulas, and custom blends for feed and fertilizer. Thorvin’s certified
organic family of products are sustainably harvested from the cleanest, most mineral-rich kelp beds on
Earth. Animals and plants thrive on Thorvin! New Castle, VA www.thorvin.com

